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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

FIRST BOXER FINDS FOREVER HOME
Atlanta Boxer Rescue, Inc. Completes First Rescue
Atlanta, Georgia (July 30, 2008) – Less than five weeks after establishing the first Boxer rescue
organization based in metro-Atlanta, Atlanta Boxer Rescue, Inc. (“ABR”) has completed the adoption
process for its first rescue Boxer.
Tiger Lily, an 8-month-old Brindle female Boxer, was a stray roaming the streets. She was picked up by a
shelter and held to see if her owners would come reclaim her. When it became evident that nobody
wanted her, she was put up for rescue. Recognizing the particular shelter as one with a high kill rate, ABR
quickly moved to make Tiger Lily their first rescue Boxer. She came into the ABR foster network, received
a full physical, all of her shots and vaccinations, and was spayed.
In short time, an Atlanta family came looking for a new dog to fill the deep void created when their lifelong family dog passed away. The family of four, with number 5 on the way, immediately fell in love with
Tiger Lily. “It was beyond a perfect match. I couldn’t be happier about our first placement,” says April
Fayette, ABR Adoption Coordinator. Tiger Lily is excited about getting lots of love and excitement from
her new adopters, and is ready to make her forever home a house of Boxer joy. Eric Kaplan, ABR
President, added, “This is exactly why Atlanta Boxer Rescue was formed: we pulled a stray Boxer out of a
dire situation at a shelter, made sure her health was up to par, and found just the right family for her.”
ABR has additional Boxers available for adoption, with more continuing to be rescued. Complete
information about the available Boxers, as well as information about the Boxer breed, upcoming ABR
events, ways to donate and support ABR, and adoption and volunteer applications, can be found on the
website at www.atlantaboxerrescue.org.
Atlanta Boxer Rescue, Inc. is a non-profit animal welfare organization specializing in rescue and adoption
of Boxer dogs in the metropolitan-Atlanta area, as well as providing education and support for Boxer
owners. For more information, to volunteer, or to adopt a Boxer, please visit our website at
www.atlantaboxerrescue.org or email info@atlantaboxerrescue.org.
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